Introduction
All faults grow larger in time as they accommodate more strain (with exception of subduction faults; e.g., Cowie and Scholz, 1992a,b; d'Alessio and Martel, 2004; Manighetti et al., 2001a; Nicol et al., 2005; Segall and Pollard, 1983) . The growth of faults has been observed in natural cases (e.g., Armijo et al., 1999; Childs et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 1996; Keller et al., 1999; Manighetti et al., 1997 Manighetti et al., , 1998 Manighetti et al., , 2001b , inferred from scaling relations between fault length and accumulated displacement (e.g., Cartwright et al., 1995; Cowie and Scholz, 1992a; Dawers et al., 1993; Manighetti et al., 2001a; Marrett and Allmendinger, 1990; Schlische et al., 1996; Walsh and Watterson, 1988) , and modeled experimentally (e.g., Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001; Otsuki and Dilov, 2005; Schlagenhauf et al., 2008) and theoretically (e.g., Bü rgmann et al., 1994; Cowie and Scholz, 1992b; Davatzes and Aydin, 2003; Du and Aydin, 1995; Martel, 1997; Mutlu and Pollard, 2008; Segall and Pollard, 1983; Willson et al., 2007) . Faults may grow in width until they break the entire brittle layer (e.g., Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001 ). More commonly, they grow in length, either bilaterally or unilaterally, so that the fault plane expands horizontally. The along-strike growth is referred to as ''horizontal or lateral propagation'' (e.g., Keller et al., 1999; Manighetti et al., 2001a) . The horizontal fault lengthening may occur at fast rates, up to several cm/year (e.g., Armijo et al., 1999; Bennett et al., 2006; Childs et al., 2003; Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2003; Keller et al., 1999; Manighetti et al., 1997 Manighetti et al., , 1998 Manighetti et al., , 2001b Meyer et al., 1998; Morewood and Roberts, 1999; Mueller and Talling, 1997) . While evidence for fault growth and especially horizontal propagation are clear, the actual growth processes are difficult to document and therefore are not fully understood. Yet, it is important to understand these processes: as a fault extends, it breaks and hence damages the material more. Meanwhile, it gets an increased ability to interact with other faults, and these interactions may lead to break the material even more.
To understand how natural faults are growing, a first step is to determine in which direction(s) they have propagated over their lifetime (i.e., generally several 10 4 -10 6 year, later referred to as ''long-term''). For large-scale faults that cut through the entire brittle crust (i.e. fault length L f $ several 10 km), the direction(s) of long-term lengthening can be inferred from dating offsets along the fault (Table S1 in Supplementary material and references therein). Yet such dating is difficult, and therefore the direction(s) of long-term propagation is (are) rarely known for large-scale faults. Fault growth and propagation have thus been mostly studied at small scale, mainly in laboratory experiments. A common finding is that faults subjected to mixed normal and shear loads, as most natural faults are, develop off-fault splay fractures and faults at and around the propagating tip(s) of the parent fault (e.g., Brace and Bombolakis, 1963; Moore and Lockner, 1995; Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1982; Otsuki and Dilov, 2005; Reches and Lockner, 1994) . Furthermore, the geometries of experimental splay fault networks are similar to the geometries of splay fractures and faults observed at the tips of macroscopic natural faults (e.g., Granier, 1985; McGrath and Davison, 1995) . This similarity has led some authors to suggest that:
(i) splay fault networks might be a general phenomenon developed on all types of parent faults and in different materials (e.g., Granier, 1985; McGrath and Davison, 1995) ; (ii) splay fault networks might be used to track the propagation direction of a parent fault (e.g., Kim et al., 2003; McGrath and Davison, 1995; Manighetti et al., 1997 Manighetti et al., , 1998 Vermilye and Scholz, 1998) . Our objective is to examine whether the suggestions above are valid, and to define the scales they might apply to. We analyze a worldwide population of crustal faults whose direction(s) of long-term propagation has (have) been documented. The faults span a broad range of lengths (from 10 À5 to 10 3 km), and are of all slip modes. On published fault maps, we identify the parent fault trace and the secondary faults off the parent fault. We show the systematic development of secondary off-fault splay networks at the propagating tips of the parent faults. We establish scaling relations that reveal the genetic and generic link between parents and tip splay faults and that provide quantitative constraints on the width and length of damage zones around faults.
Off-fault splay networks at propagating fault tips
The term ''splay fault'' commonly refers to subsidiary faults that branch off a main fault and form an acute angle to that fault ( Fig. 1; e.g., Davatzes and Aydin, 2003; Granier, 1985; McGrath and Davison, 1995) . Although more restrictive definitions have been suggested (Ando et al., 2009; Scholz et al., 2010) , here we use that simple definition. Note that splay faults have also been referred as wing cracks, horsetails, branch faults, bifurcating faults, etc. (e.g., Davatzes and Aydin, 2003; d'Alessio and Martel, 2004; Granier, 1985; McGrath and Davison, 1995) .
When referring to ''long-term fault propagation'', we refer to the fault lengthening over the whole or a long part of the fault history. Most of the faults we analyze are longlived features with a lifetime of several 10 4 -10 6 year. It is possible that, over such a long lifetime, a fault goes through phases when it does not propagate laterally but rather accumulates displacement at a constant length (see ''Discussion''). Even so, the fault lengthens overall in one or two directions over its whole history, and this is the overall lengthening that we consider here.
We analyze a population of 47 crustal faults worldwide, which have been mapped in prior works and whose direction(s) of long-term propagation has (have) been documented (Table S1 and references therein). The latter condition is the one that most limits the dataset. Five example fault maps are shown in Fig. 2 (all fault maps are shown in Fig. ES I in supplementary material) . The population includes 23 normal, 3 reverse, and 21 strikeslip faults. Ninety-one percent of the faults were mapped in the horizontal plane, and this allows examining those faults along their length (L f , Table S1 and Fig. ES I) . The remaining $ 9% were observed in cross-section, and therefore, we examine these faults along their top-tobottom width (W f , Table S1 and Fig. ES I) . The faults have a broad range of sizes (L f or W f ) ranging from 10 À5 to 2300 km. About half of the faults have a length greater than twice a standard seismogenic thickness (i.e., L f > $ 40 km), and hence are expected to cut through the entire crust.
The fault maps were originally done at different scales and resolutions, and thus provide different levels of detail ( Fig. 2 and Fig. ES I) . Yet, in all published maps, the parent fault trace is well identified (in red in Fig. 2 and Fig. ES I) , whereas the secondary faults off the parent trace are clearly discriminated (see below). We have redrawn the fault maps to provide a comprehensive vision of the entire fault zones, but we have not modified the original mapping.
Faults are commonly flanked with secondary faults that branch off at intervals along their length (Fig. ES I) . These along-strike subsidiary faults might be relicts of prior stages of the parent fault evolution (e.g., d'Alessio and Martel, 2004; . We focus on the splay networks closest to the fault tips since they are expected to be the youngest (e.g., de , and hence those to still show their original geometry. We call them the ''fault tip splays'' (in orange in Fig. 2 and Fig. ES I) . In most fault cases, the discrimination of fault tip splays from other off-fault In accordance with results discussed in present study, tip splays are developed at the propagating parent fault's tip, whereas no splay is observed at the non-propagating fault tip (here, intersection with an oblique nearby fault, in green). L f is the parent fault's length, L sp and W sp are the length and width of the tip splay network, respectively, a mean and a max are the mean and maximum angles, respectively, between splays and parent fault.
features is straightforward as a significant distance separates them (for example, see Fig. 2c ). In other cases, the fault tip splays are observed to emanate from a pronounced bend or a step-over in the parent fault trace, and this specific origin allows their discrimination (for example, see Fig. 2a ).
The direction of long-term propagation of the parent faults was inferred from different evidences (Table S1 and references therein). For the three experimental faults in the population, the along-strike propagation was directly observed (Fig. 2c) . For a number of other faults, the direction of long-term lengthening was inferred from the dating of offset or deformed features along the fault, which revealed the age decrease of the fault along its length. On other faults, the cumulative displacement was shown to progressively decrease along the fault length, as expected along a propagating fault whose age follows an along-strike decrease. Similarly, a significant along-strike decrease of the long-term fault slip rate suggests that the fault becomes younger in the direction of apparent slowing, and this criterion was also used in a few cases (Table S1 ). In other cases, the fault segment(s) closest to the actual fault tip were shown to be younger than the rest of the fault.
On all of the 47 fault maps, fault tip splays are observed to extend near the propagating parent fault tips ( Fig. 2 and Fig. ES I) . The splay faults generally form acute angles with the primary fault when the latter is observed in the direction of propagation (angles discussed in next section). The tip splay networks show a similar, tree-like or coneshaped geometry, widening away from the propagating parent fault tip. In most cases, the splays are developed on one side only of the parent fault, but networks more symmetric about the primary fault exist in a few cases. Generally, the splays extend both ahead of the parent fault tip and around a significant fraction of the fault length behind the fault tip ( The maps are redrawn from their original versions to discriminate the parent (in red) and the tip splay faults (in orange). In blue are splay faults that likely formed in earlier stages of fault growth. In green are nearby faults or features. The direction of long-term propagation of the parent faults, documented in Table S1 , is indicated with a black arrow. L f is the parent fault's length. (a) Altyn Tagh strike-slip fault (Meyer et al., 1998; Tapponnier et al., 2001 ); (b) VelinoMagnola normal fault (Schlagenhauf et al., 2011) ; (c) two stages of growth of an experimental strike-slip fault (Otsuki and Dilov, 2005) ; (d) Cheliff reverse fault (Boudiaf et al., 1998; Yielding et al., 1989) .
having a length of the same order as that of the parent fault. In many cases, independently of the parent fault slip mode, the splay faults seem to have a dominant dip-slip component. Yet strike-slip splay faults are also observed around the propagating tips of strike-slip parent faults (for example, see Fig. ES I-13 ). About 80% of the faults seem to have mainly propagated unilaterally over their lifetime (Table S1 ). In contrast with their propagating tips, no splay network is observed at their non-propagating end (Table S1 , Fig. 2 and Fig. ES I) . Instead, the faults commonly terminate there by abutting another, markedly oblique fault of similar or different slip mode (Figs. 1 and 2b) , or by stepping to a distant, roughly parallel fault with a similar slip mode (for example, see Fig. ES I-6 ).
We thus conclude that, regardless of their slip mode, of their length, of their geological context, and of their history, faults have their propagating tip(s) flanked or surrounded by a network of oblique, secondary splay faults. The tip splay networks have a significant size, and a similar tree-like geometry widening in the direction of long-term propagation (Fig. 1) .
Scaling relations between off-fault tip splays and parent faults
We now examine the size properties of the tip splay networks with respect to the parent fault size. On each of the fault maps, we have measured the length (L sp , measured parallel to the parent fault) and the width (W sp ) of the fault tip splay network(s), along with the mean (a mean ) and maximum ( Table S2 ). We report these quantities to the parent fault length (L f ), measured parallel to the mean fault strike and made to include the splay network(s). W sp is the greatest width of a splay zone, measured perpendicular to the parent fault trace (i.e., W sp is measured in the horizontal plane for 91% of the faults, and in the vertical plane for the other few faults). The angles a mean and a max are measured with respect to the mean strike of the parent fault (Fig. 1) .
Because the fault maps have different resolutions, the measurements cannot be made with a great precision, and uncertainties cannot be properly quantified. Yet, the order of magnitude is all that is important to examine general scaling relations between the various quantities, especially when log scales are used, as we do below.
We first examine the length of the tip splay networks, L sp , with respect to the length of the parent faults, L f (Fig. 3) . Although the data show some variability, they reveal a consistent trend throughout the entire range of length scales, showing that the length of the splay networks at the propagating fault tips increases with the length of the parent fault (Fig. 3a) . The best-fit function to the data is a power law with an exponent of $ 1 (Fig. ES IIa) . The data can thus be best represented with a more realistic linear function with zero intercept: L sp = 0.34 L f (Fig. 3a) . Therefore, the length of a tip splay network at a propagating fault tip is about one third of the parent fault length. This scaling relation is independent of the parent fault slip mode. A similar linear relation is indeed found for the strike-slip faults alone (L sp = 0.30 L f , Fig. 3b) , the normal faults alone Fig. ES IIIa) , and the dip-slip faults together (L sp = 0.42 L f , Fig. 3b ; reverse faults are too few to be examined alone) (see Figs. ES IIb and ES IIIa for power law functions).
We then examine the width of the tip splay networks, W sp , with respect to L f (Fig. 4) . As before, although the data show some variability, they reveal a consistent trend throughout the entire range of length scales, which shows that the width of the tip splay networks at the propagating fault tips increases with the length of the parent fault (Fig. 4a) . The best-fit function to the data is a power law with an exponent of $ 1 (Fig. ES IIc) . The data can thus be best represented with a more realistic linear function with zero intercept: W sp $ 0.09 L f (Fig. 4a) . Therefore, the width IId), but provides a similar result: W sp = 0.13 L f . The scaling relations above keep similar whether the parent faults cut through, or not, the entire crust (Fig. ES IV) .
Finally, we examine the angle relationships between the parent and the splay faults (Fig. 1) . The maximum angles between splays and parent faults range between a few degrees and $ 908 (Fig. 5a ), yet peak at 30-508. The distribution of mean angles shows two peaks, at about 10-208 and 30-408, and a threshold at $ 508 (Fig. 5b) . Almost half of the splay networks trends at an average angle of 10-208 to their parent fault strike. We note that this measured mean angle is consistent with the mean angle one might infer from the two scaling relations described above (tan (a mean ) = W sp /L sp and hence tan (a mean ) = (0.09 L f )/(0.34 L f ), which yields a mean $ 158).
Discussion
We have shown that off-fault splay networks are found systematically at propagating fault tips, whereas they are absent at non-propagating fault ends. This applies to the broad range of parent fault lengths that we have examined, and for parent faults being normal, reverse or strike-slip. Furthermore, the fault tip splay networks show a similar overall shape, resembling a fan widening in the direction of the parent fault long-term propagation. These observations suggest together that tip splay networks are genetically linked to the along-strike (or along-width) growth of their parent faults over the long term. We Table 2 ). See Fig. 1 for angle definition.
determine scaling relations that additionally show that both the length and the width of the tip splay networks are a systematic, similar fraction of the parent fault length ($ 0.3 and $ 0.1, respectively). The mean angles of the splays to their parent faults are also systematically in the same narrow range (10-208 for the majority, < 508 in all cases). Therefore, off-fault tip splay networks are a genetic and a generic property of faults, indicative of their longterm propagation. The sizes of the splay networks and their geometrical relations with the parent faults are selfsimilar, independent of the length, slip mode, history, and context of the primary faults.
Some of the results above have been suggested in earlier works, yet from more limited data. In particular, the fan-shaped arrangement of the tip splay networks has been described on small natural faults (i.e., L f 10 À3 -10 2 m; e.g., Davatzes and Aydin, 2003; Granier, 1985; McGrath and Davison, 1995; Kim et al., 2003; Segall and Pollard, 1983) , and on experimental and numerical faults or cracks (e.g., Aranson et al., 2000; Marder and Fineberg, 1996; Mutlu and Pollard, 2008; Otsuki and Dilov, 2005) . The genetic relation between offfault splays and propagation of parent faults has been suggested for a few natural faults (e.g., Ellis and Dunlap, 1988; Kim et al., 2003; Manighetti et al., 1997 Manighetti et al., , 1998 Manighetti et al., , 2001b McGrath and Davison, 1995; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Wu and Bruhn, 1994) , and from experiments and theoretical models (e.g., Aranson et al., 2000; Davatzes and Aydin, 2003; Du and Aydin, 1995; Martel, 1997; Moore and Lockner, 1995; Mutlu and Pollard, 2008; Segall and Pollard, 1983; Willemse and Pollard, 1998) . Angular relations between splay and parent faults have also been studied on natural and experimental faults, generally of small scales. Although the definition of splays slightly varies among studies (see discussion in Scholz et al., 2010) , splays are found to form acute angles to parent faults, generally < 508 and most commonly in the range 10-308 (Ando et al., 2009; Cooke, 1997; Davatzes and Aydin, 2003; d'Alessio and Martel, 2004; Granier, 1985; Martel, 1997; McGrath and Davison, 1995; Moore and Lockner, 1995; Reches and Lockner, 1994; Segall and Pollard, 1983; Willemse and Pollard, 1998) , with peak values at 17-198 (Ando et al., 2009; . By contrast, the length and width of splay zones have not been much discussed in the literature. From theoretical models or limited observations, it has been suggested, however, that the length (e.g., Bü rgmann et al., 1994; Kim et al., 2003; McGrath and Davison, 1995) and the width (e.g., Davatzes and Aydin, 2003; de Joussineau et al., 2007, Vermilye and Scholz, 1998) of splay zones might scale with parent fault lengths or total displacements. The length-to-length, and width-to-length ratios that were suggested are in the range 0.2-0.6 , and 0.016-0.2 Vermilye and Scholz, 1998) , respectively. Therefore, our results are consistent with those from the few prior studies. Yet, since they are based on a much larger dataset spanning a broader range of scales from millimetres to thousands of kilometres, they generalize the prior observations and they demonstrate the generic, self-similar properties of the tip splay networks.
Differences also exist between our observations and those from prior studies. The common vision of splays is that they develop mainly on strike-slip faults (e.g., de Friedman and Logan, 1970; Granier, 1985; Kim et al., 2003; Martel, 1990; Mutlu and Pollard, 2008; Petit and Barquins, 1988; Rispoli, 1981; Segall and Pollard, 1983) , they are mostly made of extensional features (e.g., Cooke, 1997; Reches and Lockner, 1994) , and they form in the extensive quadrants of the parent faults (e.g., Cooke, 1997; Granier, 1985; Mutlu and Pollard, 2008) . Rather, we find that tip splays form on all faults, normal, reverse and strike-slip (as observed by McGrath and Davison, 1995) , they include second-order faults that can be normal, reverse or strikeslip (Fig. ES I , see also McGrath and Davison, 1995) , and they develop in either extensional or compressional quadrants, sometimes in both (as observed by Willemse and Pollard, 1998 ; Fig. ES I) .
Tip splay faults have been interpreted to form as a response to the large stress concentrations, especially tensile stresses, that exist at fault terminations (e.g., Cooke, 1997; Cotterell and Rice, 1980; Du and Aydin, 1995; NematNasser and Horii, 1982; Rispoli, 1981; Segall and Pollard, 1983; Scholz, 1998, 1999; Willemse and Pollard, 1998; Willson et al., 2007) . The amount and distribution of stresses at fault ends depend on several factors, including the fault slip mode, the displacement gradients at fault tips, the variability of fault friction, the mechanical behavior of the host rocks near the fault tips (e.g., Bü rgmann et al., 1994; Cooke, 1997) . The finding of tip splay networks having generic properties independent of parent fault scale, slip mode, context, etc., suggests that either the parent fault tip stress field does not play a dominant role in the formation of the tip splay faults, or the parent fault tip stress field also has generic properties independent of parent fault scale, slip mode, context, etc. Ando et al. (2009) and Scholz et al. (2010) favor the former hypothesis and suggest that the formation of at least the largest splays is driven by regional stresses, not by stress concentrations at parent fault tips. A number of authors have actually suggested that splays might form parallel to the maximum regional compressive stress (e.g., Du and Aydin, 1995; McGrath and Davison, 1995; Mutlu and Pollard, 2008; Segall and Pollard, 1983; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998 ). Yet the finding that tip splay networks have self-similar geometrical properties make it unlikely that they emerge from variable, site-dependent, regional stress fields. Therefore, we favor the latter hypothesis, and suggest that self-similar tip splay networks form as a response to self-similar parent fault tip stress distributions.
It has been shown that distributions of cumulative displacements along faults have a generic overall shape, which is basically triangular and generally asymmetric whatever the fault size, slip mode, context, etc. (e.g., Manighetti et al., 2001a Manighetti et al., , 2009 Manighetti et al., , 2015 Martel and Shacat, 2006; Muraoka and Kamata, 1983; Nicol et al., 2005; Peacock and Sanderson, 1996; Scholz and Lawler, 2004; Soliva and Benedicto, 2004 , for normal faults; e.g., Bü rgmann et al., 1994; Farbod et al., 2011; McGrath and Davison, 1995; Pachell and Evans, 2002; Peacock, 1991 , for strike-slip faults; e.g., Davis et al., 2005; Ellis and Dunlap, 1988; Shaw et al., 2002, for reverse faults) . Furthermore, the displacement-length profiles have been shown to taper in the direction of long-term fault propagation (e.g., Davis et al., 2005; Manighetti et al., 2001a) . Because static stress on fault planes is basically inversely proportional to cumulative displacement, static stress must gradually vary along faults, from being minimal in the zone of maximum cumulative displacement to being highest at the other fault end where displacement tapers to zero. Therefore, on-fault static stress must gradually increase in the direction of parent fault propagation (Manighetti et al., 2015) . Because the envelope shape of displacementlength distributions is generic, along fault static stress gradients must also be. To reconcile the on-fault stress variability with the fairly linear scaling relation that is observed for all faults between their maximum displacement and their length (references in introduction), it has been suggested that the excess on-fault stresses that result from the gradual displacement decrease along the fault, are diffused off the fault, in the host rocks, where they produce microscopic and macroscopic ''damage'' fractures, faults and possibly other types of deformation (e.g., Cooke, 1997; Granier, 1985; Manighetti et al., 2004; Scholz and Lawler, 2004) . Off-fault stress and strain diffusion might dominantly occur during repeated earthquakes on a fault (e.g., Cappa et al., 2014 and references therein; Manighetti et al., 2005 ). Yet, although damage might be created dynamically during earthquake events, part of the coseismic deformation is irreversible and thus accumulates over time to produce permanent deformation. We suggest that the observed splay faults are part of the macroscopic, cumulative damage features that progressively form around a parent fault in response to repeated episodes of coseismic stress and strain diffusion. We pointed out that splay networks are not seen at fault tips that no longer propagate (due to arrest at a barrier or step to another fault; e.g., d'Alessio and Martel, 2004; Manighetti et al., 2001a Manighetti et al., , 2004 . This might be because accumulated on-fault displacements are greatest at arrested fault ends (Manighetti et al., 2001a) and therefore, off-fault stress and strain dissipation is minimal at these non-propagating tips.
Observations of damage zones in natural fault cases, experiments and theoretical models concur to show that damage zones migrate with the propagating fault tip (e.g., de Faulkner et al., 2011; Manighetti et al., 2004; Otsuki and Dilov, 2005, Fig. 2c ). Consequently, a propagating fault has its trace eventually flanked by a wake of off-fault damage fractures and faults, and hence by a wake of splay faults. Here, we have focused on the splay faults closest to the present propagating fault tips. These tip splay networks are thus expected to be the most recent damage zone formed during the most recent episode of fault lengthening. The scaling relation we found between parent fault length and width of tip splay networks implies that damage zones enlarge as the parent fault length increases. This proportional growth explains why tip splay networks, and more generally damage zones have a wedge shape broadening in the direction of longterm fault propagation. Because tip splay networks are the most recent damage zones, their constitutive splay faults are inherently immature, and are independent of the lifetime of their parent fault. This may explain why the geometric properties of tip splay networks are similar for faults with different histories.
The way faults lengthen over time is unclear. It seems that faults grow over the long term through alternating phases of dominant displacement accumulation, possibly at constant length, and of dominant lateral propagation, possibly with little displacement increase (e.g., Bull et al., 2006; Childs et al., 2003; Giba et al., 2012; Manighetti et al., 2015; Nicol et al., 2005 Nicol et al., , 2010 Schlagenhauf et al., 2008) . The times of displacement accumulation at fairly constant length can be long, up to several 10 4 -10 6 year (e.g., Bull et al., 2006; Nicol et al., 2005) . During these long phases, off-fault stresses build up around the fault, and thus contribute to enhance the growth of the damage splay faults, both ahead and around the parent fault tips. It is likely that, at some stage, some of the splay faults might be large enough to coalesce with the parent fault, which, consequently, becomes longer (e.g., Manighetti et al., 2015) . In their experimental work, Moore and Lockner (1995) show that, furthermore, the uneven distribution of the damage cracks tends to pull the propagating fault tip slightly away from the overall fault strike (as observed in Fig. 2c ). As a result, the fault steps laterally before it resumes propagating parallel to its mean strike. Damage splay faults might thus contribute to both fault lengthening and fault segmentation (formation of step-overs). The theoretical models suggest that splay faults may develop on a significant section of a fault behind its tip, provided that there exist spatial gradients in on-fault stresses and/or changes in frictional strength along that fault section (e.g., Bü rgmann et al., 1994; Cooke, 1997) . The fault section with varying stress and friction is referred to as the fault cohesive end zone, whereas off-fault deformation is described as the process zone (e.g., Cowie and Scholz, 1992b; Scholz et al., 1993) . Up to now, the cohesive end zone and the process zone have been supposed to be of small size compared to the parent fault length. In the framework of these theoretical models, the fault sections that we observe to be flanked with tip splay networks would be the cohesive end zones, whereas the tip splay networks would be the process zones. Yet, contrary to the common vision, both are found to be of large scale, with a ratio of the cohesive end zone length to the fault length of $ 0.3, and a ratio of the process zone width to the fault length of $ 0.1.
A growing body of evidence suggests that, during an earthquake, a significant fraction of the coseismic slip is dissipated off the main rupture plane into the permanent damage zone that surrounds the fault (e.g., Cappa et al., 2014 and references therein) . We have shown that the long-term damage zone has a maximum width of $ 10% of the parent fault length. We thus infer that coseismic dissipation might occur away from a rupture zone as far as a distance of 10% of the total fault length (that distance is a maximum, of concern only when the entire fault length is broken). This suggests that coseismic deformations and stress transfers might be significant in broad regions about a principal rupture trace, up to 5 km for a 50-km-long fault that would be entirely broken, and up to several tens of kilometres for broken faults longer than 200 km.
Conclusions
From the analysis of a dense population of faults with variable lengths (from millimetres to thousands of kilometres) and slip modes (normal, reverse, and strike-slip), we have shown that secondary off-fault tip splay networks are a genetic and a generic property of faults indicative of their long-term propagation. Oblique tip splay networks form adjacent to any propagating parent fault tip, and therefore their identification is a robust evidence of the long-term propagation of a fault. We propose that tip splay networks are parts of the damage zones that develop off a fault at intervals along its trace as the fault grows in space and time. The tip splays would form the most recent damage zone.
Additionally, the tip splay networks have self-similar geometrical relations with the parent fault. Their length and width are about a third and a tenth, respectively, of the parent fault length, whereas tip splay faults commonly form a 10-208 acute angle with the parent fault. These scaling relations suggest that elastic properties of host rocks might be modified at large distances away from a fault, up to 10% of the fault length. Furthermore, the similarity of tip splay networks from ranges of millimetres to thousands of kilometres and for all slip modes suggests that splay faults might form similarly at even larger scales, such as those concerned with continental rift and oceanic ridge propagation, or propagation of giant plate boundary faults (e.g., Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2003) .
An increasing literature describes splay faults in subduction zones, adjacent to the upper tip of the plate interface ( Fig. ES V in supplementary material) . It is commonly thought that these splay faults are responsible, at least partly, for tsunami generation during large subduction earthquakes (e.g., Moore et al., 2007) . We suggest that the subduction splay faults might form in a similar manner to the continental splays that we have described here, the parent fault length being the width of the seismogenic zone (W f ). If so, we expect that subduction splay faults might develop over long sections of the subduction interface ($ 30% of W f ) and extend over distances up to 10% of W f (Fig. ES V) . If these suggestions are verified, they might provide a guide to anticipate the extent of the zones where tsunamigenic faults might be looked for.
